Let sf be a structure and let U be a subset of \sf\. We say U is extendible if whenever 3S is an elementary extension of so? .there is a V Ç \£ §\ such that (sf, U) -< (SS, V). Our main results are: If Jt is a countable model of Peano arithmetic and U is a subset of |-#|, then U is extendible iff U is parametrically definable in J( . Also, the cofinally extendible subsets of \J?\ are exactly the inductive subsets of \Jt\ . The end extendible subsets of \£\ are not completely characterized, but we show that if JV is a model of Peano arithmetic of arbitrary cardinality and U is any bounded subset of jr", then U is end extendible.
Introduction
In this paper, we are interested for the most part in models of Peano arithmetic. However, the main definition we require makes sense for any structure, with no restrictions on the language. Definition 0.1. Let stf be a structure and U be a subset of \s/\.
(i) Suppose 3 § is an elementary extension of sf . We say U is extendible to 38 if there is a F ç \38\ such that (sf , U) < (3$, V).
(ii) U is extendible if U is extendible to 3 § whenever 3 § > si .
(Here, of course, we have added to the language a new unary predicate symbol which is interpreted as U in s/ and as V in 38.) The term "elementary extendible" would be more precise, but it is also more cumbersome, and no ambiguity results from dropping the word "elementary".
Proposition 0.2. Let U be a parametrically definable subset of \s/\. Then U is extendible.
Our basic question is: What are the extendible subsets of a given structure (or more generally, of the models of a given theory)? For countable models of Peano arithmetic we have answered this question by showing that the converse to Proposition 0.2 holds. Theorem 0.3. Let JA be a countable model of Peano arithmetic and let U be a subset of \JA\. Then U is extendible o U is parametrically definable in J?.
Proof. The nontrivial direction (=>) follows from two theorems which appear later in the paper. Suppose U is a subset of \Jf\ which is not parametrically definable in JA. If U is inductive, Theorem 3.3 shows that I) is not extendible. If U is not inductive, we can apply Theorem 4.15. D After some preliminaries in § 1, we discuss extendibility in a general modeltheoretic context in §2. The remainder of the paper is devoted to models of Peano arithmetic. In view of the following Elementary Splitting Theorem (cf. [Smol] ), we need consider only end and cofinal extensions, which we do in § §3 and 4, respectively.
Theorem 0.4. Suppose ^# 1= PA and JA < j¥ . There is a unique model Jf' such that JA <c JÏ1 <e AV.
We show in §3 that if JA is a model (of arbitrary cardinality) of PA and U is a bounded subset of JA, then for any elementary end extension JA of JA we have (J!, U) -< (AV ,U); we say that U is end extendible. In §4 we complement a result obtained (independently of each other) by J. Schmerl [Sch] and H. Kotlarski [Ko] by showing that for countable J', the cofinally extendible subsets of \JA\ are exactly the inductive subsets of \JA\.
In §5 we refine some of our results. We show that Theorem 0.3 still holds if we consider only simple elementary extensions. Similarly, Theorem 0.3 remains true if we require all the models to be recursively saturated.
The paper concludes with §6, in which we list some open questions.
Preliminaries
We deal first with arbitrary structures before specializing to models of Peano arithmetic; we let srf , 38 (with universes A , B respectively) denote structures for any first-order language, and use .£, JA (whose universes are M, N respectively) to designate models of PA. The set of parametrically definable subsets of A in sf is denoted by Def(s/) .
Where there is no ambiguity, we will be careless about distinguishing between predicate symbols and their interpretations in a structure.
We will continually make use of the following criterion for determining when an extension is elementary (cf. [CK] ). Proposition 1.1. Suppose sA ç 38 . Then sf <38 if and only if for all formulas <p(x ,yx , ... ,y") and all ax, ... ,an E A, if 38 1= 3x tp(x ,a{ , ... ,an), then there is an a e A such that ,3$ t= <p(a, a,.an).
Sometimes we can show that an extension is elementary by demonstrating that the theory in question is model complete. Recall: Definition 1.2. A theory T is model complete ifwhenever sá , AA8 are models of T and si ç .38 , then sA <,98 .
The following theorem (which can be found in [CK] ) is useful. Theorem 1.3 (Lindström). Let T be a theory in a countable language such that:
(i) All models of T are infinite.
(ii) The union of any chain of models of T is a model of T. (iii) T is K-categorical for some infinite cardinal k. Then T is model complete.
We now move on to models of Peano arithmetic. Suppose JA and JA are models of PA and JA EJA, jr is an end extension of JA (JA c¡¡J/') if (VaEM)(VbE N\M)(a<b).
AV is a cofinal extension of JA (JA Qc JA) if (V¿ E N)(3a E M)(b < a).
We write JA <eJí and JA <cJr if the extensions are also elementary. JA is a simple extension of JA if there exists a b E N such that every element of N is definable in Jr with parameters from M U {b} . We write Jr -JA(b) .
It is convenient to use the usual notation for intervals in JA ; thus [a, b) = {m E M: a < m < b}, etc. A subset C ç M is a class in JA if for every a E M, C n [0, a) e Def(JA). C is a proper class if C is a class but C D ef(J').
We code ^#-finite sequences in JA in one of the usual ways; e.g. we could take (x) to be the exponent of the yth prime p in the prime factorization of x.
A subset IA EM is inductive if the expansion (JA, U) satisfies full induction in the expanded language. One can prove (by induction on a g M in the definition of class, and using the codability of JA-unite sets) that every inductive set is a class.
We now borrow some terminology from [KS] . A subset I ç M is a cut of JA if 7 is a nonempty initial segment with no greatest element. The standard cut is simply w. Suppose 7 is a cut of JA and J* < JA. Then JA fills I with b if b E N and i < b < j for all / E I and j E M\I.
Let x(x,yx, ... ,yn) be a set of (parameter-free) formulas with at most x ,yx, ... ,yn free such that the set of Gödel numbers of the formulas in x is recursive. If ax, ... ,anE M are such that x(x,ax , ... ,an) is finitely satisfiable, we say that x(x,a) is a recursive type over JA. JA is recursively saturated if every recursive type x(x, a) over JA is realized by some b E M ; that is, JA 1= x(b, a) for some b eM .
We have some latitude in our choice of language L for PA. Theorem 0.3, and Theorems 3.3 and 4.15 on which it depends, are true for any countable language L extending the usual language of PA, provided we assume full L-induction. For Theorems 3.11 and 3.14 we must be more careful, since our proofs are ultimately based on the existence of a satisfaction definition for Xfi-formulas (necessary for Lemma 3.5). When we discuss recursively saturated models in §5, the language must be effectively presented.
EXTENDIBILITY IN A GENERAL SETTING
In this section we discuss arbitrary L-structures, where L is any first-order language. For convenience, we record some simple properties of extendibility in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose si and 38 are L-structures, sf <38, and the subset U ç A is extendible to 38 .
(i) If L' is a sublanguage of L and sf', 38' are the corresponding reducís to L', then U Q\sf'\ is extendible to 38'.
(ii) Let IV Esf be any set parametrically definable in the expansion (sf ,U).
Then IV is extendible to 38 .
(iii) Let {Pa : a < k} be an arbitrary collection of new predicate symbols such that each Pa E T>ef(sf). Then U, considered as a subset of the universe of (sf , {Pf }q<k}, is extendible to the expansion (38, {Pf}a<K) ■ The definition of extendibility lends itself to alteration in various ways, as in the following: Definition 2.2. Let sf be a structure and let U be a subset of A .
(i) U is weakly extendible if there exists a proper elementary extension 38 of sf such that U is extendible to 33 .
(ii) Suppose 38 is an elementary extension of sf . We say U is uniquely extendible to 38 if there is a unique V ç B such that (sf , U) < (38, V). U is uniquely extendible if U is uniquely extendible to 38 whenever 38 > sf .
Clearly unique extendibility implies extendibility, and for infinite structures we also have that extendibility implies weak extendibility. Note also that parts (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 2.1 hold if we replace the word "extendible" by "uniquely extendible".
The next proposition shows that Definition 2.2 enables us to characterize the weakly extendible and the uniquely extendible subsets of an infinite structure sf .
Proposition 2.3. Let sf be an infinite structure.
(i) Every subset U of A is weakly extendible.
(ii) A subset U of A is uniquely extendible «■ U is parametrically definable in sf .
Proof, (i) By compactness (or by Löwenheim-Skolem) (sf, U) has a proper elementary extension (38 , V).
(ii) (<=) Trivial.
(=>) This follows immediately from Beth's Definability Theorem (cf. [CK] ), where we take !(£/) to be the set Z(U) = Th(sf,U,a)aeA. a Definition 2.2 will prove to be more fruitful when we restrict the allowable class of elementary extensions, as in § §3 and 4.
For a given structure sf , let W(sf) denote the collection of extendible subsets of sf . It follows that
where 3° (sf) denotes the power set of the universe of sf . Supposing that sf is infinite and that the language is countable (so Def (sf) ^ 3s (sf)), we note that exactly one of the following conditions holds for sf :
Our next task is to provide examples of structures satisfying each of these conditions in turn.
Proposition 2.4. Let L be a language consisting of finitely many unary predicate symbols Px, ... ,Pk, and let sf be an infinite L-structure. Then W(sf) -3s (sf), i.e. every subset of A is extendible.
Proof. First let us introduce 2 new unary predicate symbols {7?^ : o E S), where each a is a sequence of the form (ex, ... ,ek) in which each e(. is either + 1 or -1. We define the 7?CT 's in terms of the P¿ 's as follows: R*W = P^ ,...,*,) W = «1^1 (*) A e2P2(X) A'"A hPk(X) > where (+l)P is taken to be P and (-l)P is ->P.
Then the sets Ra partition A , although one or more of the partitions might be empty. Since sf is infinite, at least one Ra is also infinite.
Each Pi is definable from the Ra 's. By Proposition 2.1, it is enough to show that every subset of A is extendible in the L'-structure sf' = (A,R )a€S, where L' = {7?^ : o e S).
Let U C A be arbitrary. We let T be the theory in the language L' U {U} axiomatized as follows:
(i) Given o e S, if U n R' is finite of cardinality n > 0, then T contains the sentence "There are exactly n x's such that U(x) A Ra(x) ".
(ii) If U n Ra is infinite, then 77 contains all sentences of the form "There are at least n x's such that U(x) A Ra(x) " for all n E co .
(iii) If (A\U) n R* is finite of cardinality n > 0, T contains the sentence "There are exactly n x's such that ->U(x) A Ra(x) ".
(iv) If (A\U) n Ra is infinite, T contains all sentences "There are at least n x 's such that -'U(x) A Ra(x) " for all n Eto.
Since at least one of the partitions /Ç is infinite, we see that all models of 77 are infinite. The union of any chain of models of T is clearly a model of T, and T is N0-categorical; by Theorem 1.3, 77 is model complete. Now suppose 38' is an L'-structure such that sf < 38'. It suffices (by the model completeness of T ) to find a V EB such that (sf', U) ç (3 §', V) and (38', V) t= T. For each o E S, let U = UnR*' and define V c R®' as follows:
(i) If U is finite, take V" = U .
(ii) If ltf'\C/*" is finite, take F c 7?f such that icf \F = R^'\U .
(iii) If [/ and i?' \¿7 are both infinite, we can choose V CR arbitrarily so long as U" c V and Tcf '\U C 7?f' \K .
•' ** £T -fj (7 x (7 -c7\fj We now take V = \JaeS Va . It is easy to check that (sf', U) ç (38', V) and (38' ,V) \= T. Thus the arbitrary set U is extendible to 38' and therefore to 38 , hence ^(s/) = 3B(s/). a
We are grateful to Matatyahu Rubin for suggesting consideration of the following example.
Proposition 2.5. Let sf be a dense linear ordering without endpoints, where we take the language tobe L = {<}. Then Def(sf) Ç £ (sf ) Ç 3° (sf ).
Proof. We first remark that the theory of dense linear orderings without endpoints is model complete, so any extension of sf to another d.l.o. without endpoints is automatically elementary.
Let us begin by showing that %(sf) Ç3s(sf). This is a consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6. Let uQ < ux < ■ ■ ■ < un < ■ ■ ■ (n E co) be an increasing co-sequence of elements of A . Then the set U -{un: n E a>} is not extendible.
Proof. Let X = {a e A: 3un E U (a < «")}, and let (7, <) be a dense linear ordering with least element c and no greatest element; we assume that A n 7 = 0 . We define a new dense linear ordering 38 as follows: B = A U 7, and the given orderings on A and 7 are extended so that X < I < (A\X) ; i.e., ax < i < a2 whenever axE X, i E I, and a2 E A\X. (Note that A\X might be the empty set.)
Clearly 38 is a dense linear ordering without endpoints and sf ç 38 ; by our earlier remark, sf < 38 . We show that there is no V ç B such that (sf , U) < (38 , V). Any such V would have to be of the form C7u7J> for some subset D C 7 ; we assume that such a D exists and derive a contradiction. Case 1. Suppose D = 0. Then V = U has supremum c (the least element of 7 ) in 38 , whereas U has either a different supremum or no supremum at all in sf . This contradicts the assumption that (sf , U) < (38 , V).
Case 2. If D ¿ 0 and (sf , U) < (38, V), then the least element c of 7 has the following property: there are elements of V less than c and there is at least one element of V greater than or equal to c , but the set of elements of V less than c has no greatest member. However, there is no a E A exhibiting this property with respect to U in (sf , U)-this contradicts the assumption that (sf ,IA) < (38 ,V). G License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Next we demonstrate that Def(sf) c %?($/). One can show (e.g. by elimination of quantifiers) that the parametrically definable subsets of sf are those sets X ç A such that X is the union of finitely many intervals (closed, halfopen, or open) in sf and finitely many singleton sets {a} with a E A . Thus the following lemma and corollary complete the proof of Proposition 2.5.
Lemma 2.7. Let U ç A be such that U is both dense and codense in sf . ( We say that U is codense in sf if A\U is dense in sf .) Then U is an extendible subset of A.
Proof. Let T be the theory in the language Lö {U} obtained by adding the following axiom to the axioms for a dense linear ordering without endpoints:
VxVi7[x < y -* 3z3w(x < z <y Ax <w <y A U(z) A ->U(w))].
This axiom states that U is dense and codense in sf . A routine back-and-forth argument shows that T is K0-categorical. Clearly T also satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.3, so T is model complete.
Let 38 be any elementary extension of sf ; by the above, it suffices to find a subset V ç B such that (sf , U) ç (38, V) and (38 ,V)\=T. We show that this is always possible by proving the following statement:
(*) Let 38 = (B, <) be a dense linear ordering without endpoints, and let A ç B be either the empty set or such that sf = (A, <) is a dense linear ordering without endpoints. Let U ç A be empty if A -0, and such that U is dense and codense in sf otherwise. Then there is a V ç B dense and codense in 38 such that V n A = U.
We prove (*) by induction on the (infinite) cardinality of B . If card(7?) = N0 the argument is straightforward and corresponds to Stage 2 in the inductive step which follows. Now take k > N0 and assume (*) holds for all 38 such that N0 < card(Ti) < k . Let ^ be a dense linear ordering without endpoints such that card(7?) = k .
Let C = {7q: a < I) enumerate all open intervals in 38 such that card(/J < k , and let D = {/": ß < p} enumerate all open intervals in 38 such that card(/") = k . Here r\,p are cardinals such that 0 < X,p < k and at least one of them is equal to k . Let A and U satisfy the hypotheses in (*). We show how to extend U to a suitable V ç B.
Stage 1. We extend U to A U ((J C). Let a < X and assume inductively that for each y < a we have defined a subset IV" ç I which is dense and codense in / and such that W n Is -IVS n 7 whenever ô < y and Wy n A = 7,, n U . Now ^u(U"<(> 7") is a dense linear ordering without endpoints (unless a = 0 and A -0 in which case it is the empty set). Clearly U U (U <Q w^) is dense in A u (\J7<aIy) ; to see that it is also codense, note that it suffices to show that whenever ô < y < a, we have not included any elements of Is\IVg- If B = A u (\J C) we can stop here, but in general we must go on to:
Stage 2. We extend IV to Au (\JC) U (\JD) = B. Let ß < p and assume inductively that for each ô < ß we have defined xs , y6E J¿ such that xs c£ (A{J(\JC))\IV and yg 4, W for all ô < ß , and {xg : <5 <)5}n{>'(5: 5 < 0} = 0.
Consider the interval /" and in particular the intersection J"n(A\j(\J C)). If there are two elements in this intersection, then there are infinitely many, hence there are also infinitely many elements in the sets Jß C\IV and Jß n (A u (\JC))\IV.
Choose xs arbitrarily from the former set and ys from the latter in this case. Now suppose card(7" n(Au(\J C))) < 1 . Since cardiJ^) = k and ß < p< k , there are k many elements in the set '*\ Au([)c)u{xg:o<ß}u{ys:o <ß}].
Let Xg t¿ y g be two arbitrary elements of this set. Then xß and yß have the requisite properties and the induction is complete. Finally, let V E B be any set satisfying the properties Wu{xß: ß < p} E V and {yß : ß < p} U [(A U (U C))\IV] E B\V . Then every open interval Ia or /" contains an element of V and an element of B\V, and V n A = U. □ Corollary 2.8. Let sf = (A , <) be a dense linear ordering without endpoints. Then sf has a dense, codense subset U.
Proposition 2.1 (ii) implies that W(sf) is closed under complementation for any structure sf . However, we can now show that W(sf) need not be a field of sets.
Corollary 2.9. Let sf = (A, <} be a dense linear ordering without endpoints. Then %?(sf) is not closed under unions or intersections.
Proof. Let U be a dense, codense subset of sf and let s0 < sx < ■ ■ ■ < sn < ■ ■ ■ (n ecu) be an increasing cu-sequence of elements of U ; take S = {sn: n E co} and IV = (A\U)US. Then IV is also dense and codense in sf . Thus IA and IV are extendible by Lemma 2.7, whereas U n IV = S is not by Lemma 2.6. Taking complements shows that <ÈA(sf) is not closed under union either. D We complete our series of examples with the following: Proposition 2.10. Let N denote the standard model of arithmetic, formulated in any countable first-order L which includes the usual language of arithmetic.
Then g(N) = Def(N).
Proof. In fact more is true: If JA is any proper conservative elementary extension of N, then the only subsets of N which are extendible to J' are the parametrically definable ones. This follows from Theorem 3.3 in the next section, if we note that every subset of N is an inductive class. Q
End extendibility
We restrict our attention to end extensions of models of Peano arithmetic in this section; accordingly, we modify Definition 0.1 as follows:
Definition 3.1. Let JA be a model of PA and IA EM. IA is end extendible if IA is extendible to JA whenever J' <eJA .
Our goal in this section is to describe the set of end extendible subsets of JA . We fall short of a complete characterization, but Theorems 3.3 and 3.14 give us substantial information. We make no assumptions regarding the cardinality of JA. Proof. The fact that U is a class means that
where p_ is the zth prime number and p,\y means pz divides y. If U were extendible to some V ç N, we would also have
so V would also have to be a class.
Since the extension is conservative, we must have
But this set is V n M = U, which is a proper class by assumption. This contradiction shows that no such V exists. D
In particular, the end extendible subsets of N are precisely the parametrically definable sets. We will show that N is the only model of PA with this property.
Let L be the language for Peano arithmetic which, besides containing the usual symbols +,-,0,1, < , also contains a two-place function symbol ß for some definable pairing function, and one-place function symbols nx and n2 such that nx(ß(x,y)) = x and n2(ß(x,y)) = y. As before, we will work with certain expansions of L as well as with L itself. We must therefore be somewhat careful in our terminology; for example, we need to distinguish between Xn-and 3n-formulas. (ii) 3n+x [Vn+1] denotes the set of L'(^#)-formulas tp suchthat tp is logically equivalent to a formula of the form 3x y/(x ,yx, ... ,yk) [resp. \/xip(x,yx, ... ,yk)], where y/(x,yx, ... ,yk) is in V" [resp. in 3J.
(iii) For all n E w, Dn = 3n n Vn .
(iv) Z;j, ni;, and An are defined in a corresponding way to 3n, \fn , and D , respectively, the only difference being that X0 (= no = A0) is the set of all L'(.#)-formulas logically equivalent to L'(^#)-formulas having only bounded quantifiers.
In L, this distinction is unnecessary since the Matijasevic theorem tells us that "Ln = 3n for all n > 0 . For this reason we will use the Zn-hierarchy when dealing with L , and the 3n -hierarchy in connection with expansions of L .
It is well known (cf. [Smo2] , for example) that for each n E co there is a definable satisfaction relation for Tn -formulas in PA. More precisely, given n E co, there is for each k E to a formula Satz (x ,yx,y2, ... ,yk) such that for any Xn-formula <p(yx, ... ,yk) of L whose free variables are among yx, ... ,yk , we have
(Here rcp^ is the Gödel number of cp according to some recursive assignment of Gödel numbers.) Using Overspill we can conclude the following:
Lemma 3.5 [Smo2] . Let JA 1= PA be nonstandard and let n E co. Then every recursive l.n-type over JA is realized in JA.
We can of course replace Xfl by nn or An here. So if we confine our attention to recursive types of bounded complexity, every nonstandard JA behaves like a recursively saturated model. We thus expect some properties of recursively saturated models to be mirrored in arbitrary nonstandard models of PA.
For instance, a basic fact about all recursively saturated models is that they are co-homogeneous (see [BS] ). The corresponding result about arbitrary nonstandard models appears in Lemma 3.7.
Definition 3.6. Let JA \= PA and let n eco .
(i) Let ax, ... ,ak,bx, ... ,b¡ E M. The Zn-type of ax, ... ,ak over bx, ... ,b[ is the set of all ¿^-formulas <p(xx, ... ,xk,bx, ... ,b¡) in Ll){bx, ... , b¡} such that JA\= <p(ax, ... ,ak,bx, ... ,bt). (ii) Let ax, ... ,ak,cx, ... ,ck E M. We write (JA,ax, ... ,ak) =z (JA, cx, ... ,ck) if a{, ... ,ak and cx, ... ,ck have the same Zn-type (over 0 ).
(Similarly for YIn and An .)
Note that ax, ... ,ak and cx, ... ,ck have the same Xn-type over bx, ... ,b¡ iff bx, ... ,b¡,ax, ... ,ak and bx, ... ,b,,cx, ... ,ck have the same £n-type (over 0 ).
Lemma 3.7. Let JA t= PA, n > 1, and suppose ax, ... ,ak ,cx , ... ,ck E M and (J" ,ax, ... ,ak) =A (J1, c,, ... ,ck). Let ak+x be any element of M. Then there exists a ck+x e M such that (J-,ax, ... ,ak+x)=^(J-,cx, ... ,ck+x). Proof. The lemma is true but uninteresting if J' is standard, so we will assume that J* is nonstandard. Let x(v,ax, ... ,ak+x ,cx, ... ,ck) denote the following recursive set of An -formulas:
x(v,a,c) = (<pi(ax, ... ,ak,ak+x)~cpi(cx, ... ,ck,v):
cp¡(xx , ... ,xk+x) is a parameter-free A^-formula).
Then x(v,a,c) isa An-type. For if we define e, for each i eco by _ r + 1 ifJ,\=<pj(ax, ... ,ak+x), ' I -1 if JA \=^tpi(ax,...,ak+x), then for any / E co we havê h 3x f\,<¡si<pi(ax , ... ,ak,x).
Here we take (+1)9> to be tp and (-l)rp to be ^cp. Note that this is a Znformula since <pi and -ip(. are An for each /. (The assumption that n > 1 comes in here, as Z0 is not closed under existential quantification.) By the hypotheses of the lemma, then, ■^^^/\^¡e¡cp¡(cx,...,ck,v), and any v which works in this formula also satisfies the first / + 1 formulas of T.
By Lemma 3.5, x is realized by some ck+x E M which therefore satisfies the conclusion of the lemma, a
The proof shows that we can replace A/|+1 by Xn in the hypothesis of the lemma, but the form given here is more convenient for proofs using induction on n .
Another property of recursively saturated models of PA is that they are tall. That is, if JA is recursively saturated and ax , ... ,ak eJA , then the set of elements of M definable using only the parameters ax, ... ,ak is not cofinal in JA (see [Smo2] ). The appropriate version of this result for arbitrary nonstandard models is: Lemma 3.8. Let JA 1= PA be nonstandard, n E co, and ax, ... ,ak e M. Let Hz (ax, ... ,ak), the I.n-hull of ax,... ,ak, denote the set of elements of M definable by I.n-formulas whose parameters are among ax , ... ,ak . Then Hz (ax, ... ,ak) is not cofinal in JA.
Proof. The set of formulas
is a parameter-free Y.n -formula)
is a recursive nn+1-type (once we rewrite the formulas without the ^-operator), so it is realized. Any b E M realizing x is bigger than all the elements of HZn(ax,...,ak) . D
Now we are in a position to show that if .# 1= PA is nonstandard, then there are end extendible subsets of M which are not in Def(.#).
We will in fact show that to is such a subset. Let L' be L together with a unary predicate symbol (also denoted by co ) for co, and let JA 1= PA be nonstandard. In L'(JA ,co) we can express many notions which cannot be expressed in L(JA). For example, we can say that two elements of JA are in the same block (i.e. their difference is finite) or that they have the same standard prime factors. The sets in the standard system SSy (JA) are also definable in (JA, co) (cf. [Smo2] ). We can also show:
Lemma 3.9. Let JA t= PA be nonstandard. There is a formula \p( -(Sa£(>n,x,z)~ SatJn(>^,y,z))]. u
The above is more than just another example. We will show that the preceding result in some sense characterizes the limits of the expressive power of L'(JA ,co). Proof. For JA -N this is trivial since An+X 3 3^ uVn, so suppose JA is nonstandard. Note that the pairing function ß and the corresponding projection functions nx and n2 in L enable us to encode and decode finite sequences without affecting quantifier complexity in L (where our quantifier hierarchy does not provide for bounded quantification).
The proof is by induction on n . It is more convenient to perform the induction on the following equivalent statement of the theorem: Let tp(x,y;co) be a 3n-or Vn-formula of L', and suppose a,b,c E M are such that a and c have the same An+1-type over b and (JA,co) N cp(a,b;co). Then (JA,co) N cp(c,b;co).
(i) Let n -0. Then tp is a quantifier-free L'-formula. We induct on the complexity of cp ; in this case it suffices to assume that a and c have the same A0-type over b.
(a) Suppose tp is atomic. If co does not appear in cp the theorem is obvious, so we can assume that tp is of the form &> (7*(x, b) ), where t(x,b) is an L-term. Suppose a E M is such that (JA, co) t= co(t (a, b) ). Then t(a, b) = e for some e eco , so the A0-type of a over b contains the formula t(x ,b) = I + I + ■ ■ ■ + I . e times Therefore if c has the same A0-type over b as a does, then t(c,b) = e as well, so (JA, co) 1= co(t (c , b) ).
(b) Let cp be the negation of an atomic L'-formula; this time we can assume that cp is -ico(t(x,b)) and that (JA',co) t= -^co(t (a,b) ). The A0-type of a over b therefore contains all formulas of the form -H Ít(X,b)= 1 + 1 + .. .+ 1 V e times 7
for all e E co; when e = 0 the intended meaning of the above is -<(t(x, b) = 0). If c has the same A0-type over b as a does, then from the above it is clear that (JA,co)\= ^co(t (c,b) ).
If (c) cp = ip v 6 or (d) tp -ip Ad , the proof follows easily by induction.
Since any quantifier-free formula can be written in disjunctive normal form (cf. [CK] ), this completes the proof for n = 0.
(ii) Assume the theorem for n and suppose that cp isa 3fl+1-or Vw+1 -formula of L'. We consider the two cases in turn. We can now prove:
Theorem 3.11. Let .-# t= PA be nonstandard. Then co E M is uniquely end extendible.
Proof. Uniqueness is obvious. To show that co is end extendible, suppose JA <eJA and let cp(x, y ; co) be an L'-formula and b E M be such that (JA,co) 1= 3x tp(x,b;co).
To show that (JA, co) <e (JA, co) it suffices by Proposition 1.1 (and the fact that L contains ß, nx , and n2 ) to show that in the above situation we can always find a c E M such that (JA ,co) 1= cp(c ,b;co).
Take n such that tp(x,y;co) e 3n u Vn. Also let a E N be such that (JA,co) 1= <p(a,b;co). By Theorem 3.10, any c e N with the same An+1-type as a (with respect to L ) over b will also satisfy cp in (JA, co). By Lemma 3.5, x is realized by some c E N. But c < m E M and JA <eJr, therefore c E M. Clearly c has the same Art+1-type as a over b . D Note that we can replace co by an arbitrary subset of co in Theorems 3.10 and 3.11; these results and their proofs go over basically unchanged. Our next objective is more ambitious: We want to replace co by an arbitrary bounded subset of M in Theorem 3.11. We could have proven the resulting generalization directly, but the proof is more difficult and Theorem 3.10 is interesting in its own right. Furthermore, in Theorems 3.10 and 3.11 we never used bounded quantifiers-we could replace Af¡+1 by D x in Theorem 3.10, which implies that we can generalize to languages for which Tn and 3n are not equivalent. On the other hand, we will make essential use of bounded quantification in what follows.
Let JA t= PA be nonstandard and let 5" ç M be a bounded subset of the universe; suppose S < m E M. To show that S is end extendible we will need some sort of analogue to Theorem 3.10. The first problem we face is how to handle atomic and negated atomic formulas, since S (unlike co ) will not be pointwise definable in general. Our solution is to required that a and c have the same An+1-type over b, r for all r < m, and we utilize bounded quantifiers in order to accomplish this.
In order to handle the induction step, we need to generalize Lemma 3.7.
Lemma 3.12. Let JA (= PA, n > 1, and suppose a,, ... ,ak,cx, ... ,ck,mE M jm and (JA,ax, ... ,ak,r) =A (JA,cx, ... ,ck,r) for all r < 2 . Let ak+x be any element ofi M. Then there exists a ck+x E M such that (JAxax, ... ,ak+x,r)=An(JAxcx, ... , ck+x, r) for all r < m .
Proof. Again we can assume that JA is nonstandard. Let x denote the following recursive set of An -formulas:
x = (Vw < m(tpi(ax, ... ,ak,ak+x ,u) <-> <pi(cx, ... ,ck,v ,u)):
tp(xx, ... ,xk+x ,u) is a parameter-free An-formula).
We will show that x(v ,a,c) is a type.
Let / E co; we must show that JA \= 3vVu < m f\¡<¡(cpi(ax , ... ,ak+x ,u) <-> tp¡(cx , ... ,ck,v ,u)).
Recall the canonical indexing of finite sets; the yth finite set Dy is given by Dy = 0 ify = 0, Dy = {y0,...,y^x} ify = 2y° + 2y> + ---+ 2y'-> andy0<yx<--<y,_x (see [Smo2] ). The internal cardinality t of D is denoted by |Z)y|. Note that the formula y E D is provably A, . Note also that if De is an JA-finite set all of whose members are less than some m E M, then e < 2'" in J'. For each i < I, the set {u < m:JA\= <pi(ax, ... ,ak+x ,u)} is ^#-finite and its elements are all less than m , hence by Arithmetic Separation it is coded by some r. < 2'" . Let Dr be the (genuinely) finite set containing all the r¡ 's for i < I ; then card(L>,) < / + 1 since the r. might not all be distinct, jm and r < 2
By assumption a,, ... ,ak and c¡, ... ,ck have the same Art+1-type over r, hence over rQ, ... ,r¡ which are A,-definable from r. For each i < I, the definition of r tells us that JA 1= Vw < m(tpi(ax, ... ,ak+x ,u) «-> m e Dr ).
Therefore we havê # t= 3îjVw < m f\ (<pt(ax, ... ,ak,v,u) <-* UEDr).
Since u E Dr is A, , and n > 1 , this formula is An+1 . So JA h 3vVu < m f\ (cpi(c1, ... ,ck,v,u) *-*ueDr).
Any v satisfying the above also satisfies the first /+1 formulas of x. By Lemma 3.5, x is realized by some ck+x E M which therefore satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. G
We have since discovered the nonhierarchical version of the above lemma for recursively saturated models in C. Smorynski's paper [Smo3] , with a similar proof. We are now in a position to generalize Theorem 3.10. Proof. Again we can assume that J* is nonstandard, and our other observations at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.10 apply here as well. Again the proof is by induction on n ; this time we restate the theorem as follows: Let tp(x,y;S) be a 3n-or Vfl-formula of Ls, and suppose a,b,c E M are such that a and c have the same An+1-type over b, r for all r < gn(m), and that (JA,S)\=<p(a,b;S). Then (JA, S) N <p(c, b ; S).
(i) Let n = 0. Then cp is a quantifier-free Ls-formula. We induct on the complexity of tp ; it suffices in this case to assume that a and c have the same A0-type over b , r for all r < m .
(a) Suppose tp is atomic; we can assume that tp is of the form S(t(x, b)), where t(x,b) is an L-term. Let a E M be such that (.£,S) N S(t (a,b) ). Then t(a ,b) = s for some 5 E S, so the A0-type of a over b and s contains the formula t(x ,b) = s. But s < m , so if c E M has the same A0-type as a over b and all r such that r < m , then in particular the A0-type of c over b and 5 contains the formula t(x,b) = s. Therefore (JA,S) N S(t (c,b) ).
(b) Let cp be the negation of an atomic L^-formula; assume cp is -^S(t(x ,b)) and that (JA,S) t= ->S (t(a,b) ). Then for each í e S, the A0-type of a over b, s contains the formula -¡t(x ,b) = s. By assumption, for each s E S the A0-type of c over b, s also contains the formula ->i(x,b) = s, from which we can conclude that (JA,S) 1= ->S (t(c, b) ).
If (c) cp = yi V 6 or (d) cp = y/ A 6 , the proof follows easily by induction. Any quantifier-free formula can be written in disjunctive normal form, hence this completes the proof for n = 0 .
(ii) Assume the theorem for n and suppose that tp isa 3/¡+1-or Víi+1-formula of Ls. By Lemma 3.5, x is realized by some c E N. But c < m E M, hence c E M. Clearly c has the same An+1-type as a over b , r for all r < gn(m). u A special case of the above theorem (for J", JA countable recursively saturated models and 5 an initial segment of J" ) appears in [Smo3] , along with the result that under these assumptions we also have (JA ,S) = (JA ,S) by an isomorphism which is the identity on S.
Combining Theorems 3.3 and 3.14 and using Proposition 2.1 (ii), we can conclude the following. Our characterization of the set of end extendible subsets of JA is still incomplete (except when JA = N ); we are left with the case when U ç M is undefinable and unbounded in JA and is such that no proper class C of JA is in Def(JA, U).
We close this section with the following result, which applies in particular to all countable nonstandard JA . This section is the counterpart of §3 for cofinal extensions. We begin with the obvious: Definition 4.1. Let JA 1= PA, U ç M. U is cofinally extendible if U is extendible to JA whenever J" <CJA .
For most of this section we will need to assume JA is countable. Our reward for making this restriction is Theorem 4.15, which completely characterizes the cofinally extendible subsets of any countable nonstandard JA 1= PA.
Before we invoke our countability assumption we mention a couple of things about the general case. First of all, the existence of proper cofinal extensions of arbitrary nonstandard JA is a consequence of the Elementary Splitting Theorem (Theorem 0.4). Secondly, one direction of our Theorem 4.15 is due to J. Schmerl and H. Kotlarski (independently) and requires no assumptions about the cardinality of JA : Theorem 4.2. Let J* 1= PA be nonstandard and suppose ¡JEM is inductive. Then U is uniquely cofinally extendible.
As proofs of this theorem appear both in [Ko] and [Sch] , and the theorem in any case is a generalization of Gaifman's Cofinality Theorem in [G] , we content ourselves with the observation that the uniqueness is obvious. For suppose JA <c JA and V EN is such that (JA, U) < (JA, V). U is a class, // so for every a E M, {u E U: u < a} is an JA-hnite set. Say b E M is such that (JA, 17) N V« < a(U(u) ^uEDh).
Then (JA, V) N V« < a (V(u) <-> u E Db).
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Since JA is cofinal in JA, all the initial segments of V are determined by the above, so V itself is uniquely determined.
Compare the above result with Theorem 3.3. To complete the proof of Theorem 0.3, we will prove the converse to Theorem 4.2 for countable JA.
For the remainder of this section, we assume that the model JA is countable and nonstandard.
Let U E M be a subset of M which is not inductive. Then Def(JA, U) contains a nonempty subset IV which does not have a least element. Let 7 = {a E M: Vtu E IVa <" w}.
Then 7 is a cut of JA and 7 e Def'(JA, U). If we prove that 7 is not cofinally extendible, we can apply Proposition 2.1 to conclude that U is not cofinally extendible either.
It is convenient at this point to introduce the following definition due to L.
Kirby [Ki] .
Definition 4.3. Let 7 bea cut of JA . Then cf (J), the cofinality of J in JA, is the set of e E M such that whenever Ds has internal cardinality < e (i.e. whenever s E M is such that JA t= \DS\ < e) then D$oJ is not cofinal in J . We need one more definition and lemma, this time from Kaufmann and Schmerl [KS] . See §1 for terminology.
Definition 4.5. Let e, i, and j be elements of the model J" and suppose C e Def (JA). We think of C as consisting of codes of sequences of length e. C is (i ,j)-rich (for J* and e ) if j > 1 and for every d E M, there is a c E C such that (d)k -(c)i+k: whenever i + kj < e .
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that C is (i, j)-rich for J" and e, and that fi: C -» [0,a) is parametrically definable in JA. Then for some b <a, f~l({b}) is (i + bj, aj)-rich (for JA and e). Proof ( [KS] ). Suppose that for all b<a, f~l({b}) is not (i + bj ,aj)-rich. For each b < a let db be least such that there is no ce f~\{b}) satisfying (dh)k = (c)i+bj+kaj whenever i + bj + kaj < e.
We can code the sequence (db : b < a) ; let d E M be such that (d)b+ka = (db)k whenever i + bj + kaj < e and b < a . Now C is (/,7')-rich, hence there is a c EC such that (d)b+ka = (c) i+,b+ka)j whenever i + (b + ka)j < e . In other words, (db)k = (c)i+bj+kaj whenever b < a and / + bj + kaj < e. Lemma 4.7. Let I be a cut of JA such that ci (7) / co. Then I is not cofinally extendible.
Proof. Our strategy is to construct an elementary cofinal extension JA of JA such that JA does not fill 7 and cf (T ) = co. Here T denotes the cut of JA determined by 7 :
Ia' = {bE N: 3iEl(b <"' /)}.
Since JA does not fill 7,7" is the only candidate for a set JEN such that (JA, I) < (JA, J). But by assumption there is a nonstandard m E M such that m e cf//(7), whereas m £ cf#(Lr). By Lemma 4.4, (JA ,r") f, (AV,f). Therefore 7 is not cofinally extendible.
It remains to construct JA . We adapt the proof of Lemma 4.10 of [KS] . We will define a descending sequence of parametrically definable sets Cn (n e co) with the property that for every L(^#)-formula cp(x) there is an n E co such that either cp(c) holds for all c E Cn or else ^<p(c) holds for all c E Cn. The sets Cn thus determine a complete type over JA ; if b realizes this type, we can form the simple elementary extension JA(b) of JA . By Theorem 0.4 there is a unique model JA (which is the model we want) such that JA <CJ/" <e JA'b).
We define the sequence (Cn : n E co) by induction. Let (a : n E co) be a sequence of elements of 7 which is cofinal in 7. Let (<pn(x): n E co) enumerate all L(^#)-formulas with one free variable and let (y/n(x,y): n E co) enumerate all L'JA)-formulas with two free variables. Fix e E JA\co. Set C0 -M, which is (0, l)-rich for JA and e. Our inductive hypothesis is that Cn is (/,7')-rich for JA and e , where i,j eco are dependent on n .
We define Cn+X from Cn in stages. First let Cn = {c E Cn: (c)¡ = an} .
Then C° is (i0,j0)-rich where iQ = i + j E co and j0 = j Eco. Finally we must ensure that 7 is not filled in the extension. Let h be least such that {c E C\ : py y/n(c,y) < h} is (ix,2jx)-rich.
(If no such h exists, choose h E M\I arbitrarily.) If h E I, set Cn+X = {c E C\ ; py yn(c,y) < h}. By assumption, then, Cn+X is (/', ,27,)-rich in this case.
If h $ 7, set Cn+x = {ceCln:pyy/n(c,y)>h}. Define f: Cln-+[0,2) by f(c) = 1 & py y/n(c,y) > h and fi(c) = 0 <^> py y/"(c,y) < h -1. By assumption /~'({0}) is not (/, ^jjj-rich, hence by Lemma 4.6 Cn+2 = /~'({1}) is ('i + J"i ,27,)-rich.
This completes the construction of (Cn : n E co). Proof. By Lemma 4.4, co E Def (JA, I). Thus it suffices to show that co is not cofinally extendible.
Case I. co if strong in J". Modify the proof of Lemma 4.7 as follows. Take I = co and let (an : n E co) be a sequence of elements of M\ctj which is coinitial in M\co. Construct JA(b),JA as before. Since JA(b) does not fill co, then co is the only candidate for a set JEN such that (JA, co) < (JA ,J). But the function fi(j) = (b)j for all j E \JA(b)\ demonstrates that co is not strong in JA(b). So co is not strong in JA either, whence (JA ,co) -fi (JA ,co).
Case II. co is not strong in J*. This time we have been unable to find a construction which does not fill co, so we will use a different argument. Our main problem is that if JA <c JA and JA is countable and fills co, then there are 2 ° candidates for extensions of co.
Let the countable set !F enumerate all functions /: co -> M which are coded in JA, i.e. such that there exists a b E M satisfying f(n) = (b)n in JA for all n E co. Let ^ be a nonprincipal ultrafilter on co and let JA = JA ¡a¿A be the corresponding Skolem-type ultrapower of JA (where N -{/: /e A?) ; here / denotes the equivalence class of / as usual). For each m e M let fim denote the constant function such that fm(n) = m for all n E co. Let ö: M -> N be defined by S(m) = fm for all m e M. Then the Los theorem holds and ô is an elementary embedding of JA into JA . We identify JA with its image and say that JA <JA.
In fact we have JA <cJA . For if f e N, take b E M such that f(n) = (b)n in JA for all n eco . Then •# t= f(n) < b for all « e w, whence JA 1= / < b .
JA is a proper extension of ^# ; moreover, JA fills to. Let j eA? be the identity mapping j(n) = n for all n E co. Then JA \= j > n for all n E co, and JA ¥ j <m for all m e A/Aw.
Let IV EN be defined by W = {/ e N : f < m for all m E M\co}.
Then H7 is a cut of N and c<j c H7 ; in fact j E IV. Suppose Q. E N is a candidate for a subset of N such that (JA, co) < (JA, Q). Then Q is a cut of N and coEÇlçiV. Our strategy now is to choose the ultrafilter %A so as to eliminate all possibilities for Q except for Q = co and Q = W . We will then show that (JA, co) and (JA, IV) are not elementary extensions of (JA, co) and this will complete the proof.
Enumerate SF as (fn: n E co). We will define a descending sequence Xn (n E co) of infinite subsets of co such that each Xn E SSy(^#)-in other words, each Xn is the intersection of co with a parametrically definable subset of M .
Let n E co and suppose X' . has been defined (take X_x = co).
Case 1. There is a k E co such that fn(i) = k for infinitely many i e Xn_x .
Let Xn = {ieXn_x:fn(i) = k}.
Case 2. There are only finitely many i E Xn_x such that fn(i) E co. Let Yn = {/ e Xn_x : /fl(/) e A/\cíj} . Since 1^ differs from Xn_x only by a finite set, then Y^ is infinite and Yn E SSy(^#). Thus there is a nonstandard a E M\co and an increasing sequence (y¡: i < a) coded in JA such that Yn = {y¡ : i Eco). Now for all j E co, Jrtvi<j(fn(y,)>j);
hence by Overspill there is a nonstandard b E M such that r-Vl</7(/"CV,.)>£).
Therefore we have shown that Yn = {iEXn_x:fn(i)>b}.
Take Xn = Yn in this case.
Case 3. (The only remaining possibility.) Range (fin \ Xn_x)nco is unbounded in co but for each k E co, f~\{k}) n Xn_x is finite.
Let Sn_x E Def (JA) be such that Sn_x n co = Xn_x , and let Fn: M -» M be a parametrically definable function on M such that Fn \ co = fn. Define Gn: M -► A7 to be the function Gn(x) = Fn(x) + x for all x E M, and let gn = Gn \ co. Then for all m E M, Gn(m) > m and Gn(m) > Fn(m). Since Gn is parametrically definable, gnE-9r . Now define Vn E Def (JA) as follows:
Let Zn = Vnnco. Then Zn ç Xn_x and Z" e SSy(^).
Claim 4.11. Zn is infinite.
Proof. Let i e Xn_x be such that /rt(/) E co. Then gn(/) e co as well; also £"(') > i • We will show that there is an element of Zn in the interval [i, gn(i)] ■ Since there are by assumption infinitely many i E Xn_x such that fn(i) E co, this suffices.
Given i E Xn_{ as above, let c( be the minimum value of the function gn on the finite set Xn_x n [i,gn(i)].
Since i E Xn_x , clearly ci < g"(i) ■ Let dt E X _, n [i ,g"(i)] be maximal such that gn(d¡) = c¡. We will show that dtEZn.
Now di E Xn_x ç Sn_x . Suppose s E Sn_x and s > dr If s < gn(i) then 5 E Xn_x n [i,gn(i)], hence gn(s) > c; = gn(d¡) by definition of cj and c/;. If 5 > gn(i), then Gn(s) > s > gB(i) > c, = ^(c7;). Thus d¡ eco is in K , so ¿,ez". d
Now /n(/) e co for all i E Zn; this follows from the definitions and the hypotheses of Case 3. Let (z;: /' e co) be an increasing enumeration of Zn which is coded in JA . Recursively define x0 = zQ, xk+x = pzj[zj > x, a Vi < j(fn(z¡) < fn(Zj))].
The hypotheses of Case 3 guarantee that each xk E co. Let Xn -{xk : k e co}. Then Xn E Zn is infinite and Xn E SSy(^f). Also fn is 1-1 (in fact monotonically increasing) on Xn .
We have defined our descending sequence Xn (n E co). The collection {Xn : n E co} has the finite intersection property so it generates a filter, which we extend arbitrarily to an ultrafilter %A . Now {~\{Xn : n E co} -0 . For if j' E co and m is some arbitrary element of M\co , then the function /: co -► M defined by f(j) = m and /(/') = 0 for all i t¿ j was considered at some point, i.e., for some n eco we have fi = finEÏF. Clearly j' £ Xn . Thus the ultrafilter U must be nonprincipal.
Claim 4.12. Suppose Q ç N is such that (JA ,to) < (JA ,íi) and suppose j 6Í1, where 7 is the identity function on co. Then £2 = IV.
Proof. We have already noted that such an Q must be a cut of N satisfying co ç Q ç If. Suppose /n e W \co . Then fin fills co in the extension, so at stage n the set Xn must have been defined according to Case 3. By construction, then, Range(/n [ Xn) ç co. But Xn E SSy(JA), hence there is some fn, E A? such that fn,:co ^co and /", \ Xn = fn \ Xn. Xn E U, hence /", = fin. Furthermore fn= fn, = fn,(j). Let Fn,: M -> M be parametrically definable in JA such that F, \ co = f,. Now (JA, co) t= "ix[co(x) -» co(Fn,(x))]. Therefore we must also have
By assumption (JA,fi) |= Q(j), so (^",Q) 1= Q. (Fn,(]) ). That is to say, (JA, Si) 1= n(/").
Since fn E W\co was arbitrary and co ç Q C W, then Q= IV. D C/a/w 4.13. Suppose Q ç A is such that (JA ,co) < (JA ,Çi) and suppose Q^ co. Then ] e Q..
Proof. By assumption there is some n E co such that fin E W\co belongs to ii. As in the previous proof, it must be the case that fn satisfies the hypotheses of Case 3. By construction, then, Range(/n \ Xn) ç co and fn is 1-1 on Xn . Therefore if Un = Range(/" [ Xn) then Un ç co is infinite and Un E SSy(^). There is thus an hn E SF such that for all x E Xn, hn(fin(x)) = x. Since the only values of h which matter are those it takes on Un , we can find an hn,;co^ co such that hn, E3r and hn, \Un = hn \Un. Let Hn,: M -► M be parametrically definable in J" such that Hn, \ co -hn,. So Hn,(fn(x)) = x for all xEXn. Thus Jr 1= //",(/") =J. Proof, (i) Recall that we are assuming that co is not strong in ^# . Then there is a parametrically definable function f:M->M such that
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(ii) Take / as in (i). Then Range(/ \ co) n (M\co) is coinitial in M\co in the model JA, therefore it is also coinitial in A\ IV in JA. Now if k E co, then the range of f \ [0 ,k] is clearly not coinitial in M\co ; that is, (JA,to)t ->3x[co(x) A Yy(->eu(y) -* 3z < x(->cof(z) A f(z) < y))].
However, (JA ,IV) is a model of the negation of the above sentence (with IV replacing co ). Again we can take x to be any element of W\co, so in particular Range(/ \ [0,x]) 2 Range(/ \ co), hence its intersection with N\W is coinitial in N\W. n (i) U is cofinally extendible.
(ii) U is uniquely cofinally extendible. (iii) U is inductive.
Furthermore, the implication (iii) => (ii) (as well as (ii) => (i), obviously) holds for arbitrary nonstandard JA.
We now provide a counterpart to Proposition 3.16. Proposition 4.16. Let JA 1= PA be countable and nonstandard. Then there is a subset ¡JEM which is not weakly cofinally extendible.
Proof. Let c0 < c, < • • • < cn < ■ ■ ■ (n E co) be an increasing co-sequence cofinal in JA and let C = {cn: n E co} . Let g: C -> M be onto M, and take U = {ß(cn,g(cn)):nEco}. Now cn < ß(cn,g(cn)) for all n E co, hence the elements of U written in increasing order also form an co-sequence cofinal in JA. For every a E M, U n [0, a) is finite, hence parametrically definable in ^# so U is a (proper) class.
Suppose JA is a proper cofinal extension of JA, and suppose V E N is such that (JA, U) ■< (JA, V). Since U is a class, there is only one possibility for V ; in fact, for each a E M we must have U n [0, a) = V n [0, a) since the former set is finite. But JA~ <c JA, so it must be the case that V = U. Now (JA, U) 1= Vx3y(U(y) A n2(y) = x), whereas the elements of A\A7 are not in the range of g. Thus (JA,U) f, (JA,U). O
The preceding proposition does not generalize to uncountable models. We turn now to cofinal extendibility.
Given a cut 7 of JA such that cf (7) jt co, consider the model JA constructed in the proof of Lemma 4.7. We see by the construction that there is an e eN such that for all n eco there is an i E co such that JA N (e)¡ = an . Then the simple extension JA(e) of JA has the following properties: JA <c JA(e), JA(e) does not fill 7 , and cf (<?)(7 (e)) = co. Thus 7 is not simply cofinally extendible. A similar argument applies to Case I of Lemma 4.10. In Case II of that lemma, the model JA = JA'' ¡°U is already a simple elementary cofinal extension of JA, for JA = JA(j). To see this, let f E N be arbitrary where fi eSF , and let F : A7 -► M be parametrically definable in JA such that F \ co = fi. Then A" N / = F(j). We have thus shown that if 7 is a cut of J" such that cf#(7) = co, then 7 is not simply cofinally extendible. As before, this completes the proof of the theorem. D Corollary 5.3. We can append two additional equivalent conditions to those of Theorem 4.15, namely :
(iv) U is simply cofinally extendible.
(v) U is uniquely simply cofinally extendible.
Next we consider a different type of alteration of the definition of extendibility. This time, instead of making restrictions on the extension, we place our restriction on the models themselves.
Definition 5.4. Let JA 1= PA be recursively saturated and let U ç M. U is recursively saturated extendible (or r.s. extendible) if U is extendible to JA whenever JA is recursively saturated and JA <JA.
Our main result goes through in this case as well.
Theorem 5.5. Let JA N PA be countable and recursively saturated and let U ç M. Then U is r.s. extendible o U E Def (JA).
Proof. Again (<=■) is clear. To prove (=>), we first consider end extensions. We cannot appeal to the MacDowell-Specker Theorem this time; a result of H. Kotlarski's shows that for any models JA, JA of PA, if JA is a proper conservative elementary end extension of JA then JA is not recursively saturated (see [KS] .) However, M. Kaufmann proves in [Ka] that if JA 1= PA is countable and recursively saturated and U is a proper class in JA, then there is a countable recursively saturated JA such that JA <eJA and there does not exist a class VEN such that V n M = U. From the proof of Theorem 3.3 it is clear that U is not extendible to JA. (Note: Kaufmann's lemma is generalized by J. Schmerl in [Sch] to recursively saturated J" of countable cofinality.)
For cofinal extensions, the work has again been done for us. This time we simply quote the Smorynski-Stavi Theorem [SS] : Any cofinal extension of a recursively saturated model is again recursively saturated. Thus §4 carries over unchanged, and the theorem follows. D
Open questions
Our main open problem is the obvious one: Question 6.1. Does Theorem 0.3 generalize to uncountable JAI Theorem 3.14 reduces this to the equivalent question about Theorem 4.15; in turn, it would suffice to generalize Lemmas 4.7 and 4.10 to uncountable JA. Most of the available machinery for constructing cofinal extensions relies on the models being countable.
As we remarked before, we failed in §3 to obtain a complete characterization of the end extendible subsets of JA for JA nonstandard, or even for JA countable and nonstandard. An answer to the following question would be helpful. Question 6.2. Let JA 1= PA be nonstandard. Is there an unbounded U ç M, U $ Def (JA), such that U is end extendible?
There are many questions we could ask about extendible subsets of arbitrary structures. It would be nice to find a structure sf such that Def(sf) Ç £A(sf) Ç 3°(sf) and for which we have a complete description of W(sf). This leads us to ask the following.
